Memories Wind Chime Verse
This verse is engraved on the tubes of the Memories Wind Chime

They remind us of people and things we hold dear. They bring smiles, laughter, and sometimes tears. No matter what others do or say, nothing will ever take these memories away. Memories are more than just a link to the past, sometimes they’re all that we have that will last.

Family Circle Wind Chime Verse
This verse is engraved on the tubes of the Family Circle Wind Chime

Our family is a circle of strength and love. With every birth and every union, the circle grows. Every joy shared adds more love. Every challenge faced together makes the circle stronger.

Friendship Wind Chime Verse
This verse is engraved on the tubes of the Friendship Wind Chime

Friends share memories of the past and joys of the present. They are someone you can always count on to make the world a better and happier place.

Mother Wind Chime Verse
This verse is engraved on the tubes of the Mother Wind Chime

You have nurtured me with love and kindness, you have been someone I can believe in and depend on. It's important that you know how grateful I am. For all that you give, and for the strength I will always have, because of you. I love you.

Grandparents Wind Chime Verse
This verse is engraved on the tubes of the Grandparents Wind Chime

Grandparents are so special in many different ways, their hearts are filled with love that brightens up our days. They’re good listeners when you need them to advise, because they always understand and are truly very wise. They show that they believe in us and all we’re dreaming of. When grandparents were created, our lives were blessed with love.

Serenity Wind Chime Verse
This verse is engraved on the tubes of the Serenity Wind Chime

God grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change, courage to change the things I can and the wisdom to know the difference.

Live in Peace Wind Chime Verse
This verse is engraved on the tubes of the Live in Peace Wind Chime

Live In Peace

Vintage Memories Wind Chime Verse
This verse is engraved on the tubes of the Vintage Memories Wind Chime

Simple Moments make great memories
Heart Memories Wind Chime Verse
This verse is engraved on the tubes of the Heart Memories Wind Chime
Memories keep those we love in our hearts

Large Family Wind Chime Verse
This verse is engraved on the tubes of the Large Family Wind Chime
We have laughed together, cried together, joked together, sighed together. As a family we have pulled together. Thanks for all the laughter and all the good times we shared. Thanks for always being there. I'll always be thankful for our family so wonderful, so true.

Bay Sonnet Verse
This verse is engraved on the tubes of the Bay Sonnet Wind Chime
Memories are warm and cherished.
Memories are smiles and tears.
Memories are gathered and forever.

Comfort and Light Chime Verse
This verse is engraved on the tubes of the Comfort and Light Wind Chime
God didn't promise days without pain, laughter without sorrow, nor sun without rain, but he did promise strength for the day, comfort for the tears, and light for the way.

Love Wind Chime Verse
This verse is engraved on the tubes of the Love Wind Chimes
Love is Patient, Love is kind. It does not envy. It does not boast it is not proud. It is not self-seeking. It is not easily angered. It keeps no record of wrongs. Love does not delight in evil, but rejoices in the truth. It always protects, always trusts, always hopes, always perseveres. I Corinthians 13: 4-7

Heaven's Tears Wind Chime Verse
This verse is engraved on the tubes of the Heaven's Tears Wind Chimes
If tears could build a stairway and memories a lane, I'd walk right up to heaven and bring you home again. My heart still aches with sadness, and secret tears still flow. What it meant to love you no one will ever know. But now I know you want me to mourn no more, remember the happy times, life still has much in store. Since you'll never be forgotten, I pledge to you today, a hollowed place within my heart where you'll always stay.

Photo Memories Wind Chime Verse
This verse is engraved on the tubes of the Photo Memories Wind Chime
Memories—Those who touch our lives live in our hearts forever.

Angel's Tears Wind Chime Verse
This verse is engraved on the tubes of the Angel's Tears Wind Chimes
With tears of sorrow, we cry each day. With angels arms you were carried away. Our memories of love and laughter shall not fade, for inside our hearts, you will always stay.

Do Not Stand Wind Chime Verse
This verse is engraved on the tubes of the Do Not Stand Wind Chimes.
Solar panel rests inside the canopy so light will shine down around the tubes at night.
Do not stand at my grave and weep, I am not there, I do not sleep. I am a thousand winds that blow, I am the diamond glints on snow. I am the sun on ripened grain. I am the gentle autumn rain. When you awaken in the mornings hush, I am the swift uplifting rush of quiet birds in circled light. I am the swift star that shines at night. Do not stand at my grave and cry, I am not there, I did not die.

Eternal Light Wind Chime Verse
This verse is engraved on the tubes of the Eternal Light Wind Chimes.
Solar panel rests inside the canopy so light will shine down around the tubes at night.
Those we love must someday pass beyond our present sight...must leave us and the world we know without their radiant light. But we know that like a candle their lovely light will shine to brighten up
another place more perfect, more divine and in the realm of heaven where they shine so warm and bright, our loved ones are forever more in god's eternal light.

This is enclosed on a card with each windchime

Take these windchimes that we give you,
   Hang them high up in a tree.
   Let the melody remind you,
      Of the spirit that is he.
   He would have wanted music
      To come and fill our days.
   He would bring you laughter,
      If there was any sort of way.
   There's nothing to replace,
      The one we knew and loved.
   But we can listen for his song,
      From the chimes hung up above.
   When you hear the wind pass through them,
      You'll hear a happy sound,
      The notes will fill your heart,
         And you'll know that he's around.
Take these wind chimes that we bring you,
   Let their music fill the air.
Let them sing a song, And feel him standing there.